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Abstract
This paper presents an extension of the Tacotron 2 end-to-end
speech synthesis architecture, which aims to learn syllable-
level discrete prosodic representations from speech data. The
learned representations can be used for transferring or control-
ling prosody in expressive speech generation. The proposed de-
sign starts with a syllable-level text encoder that encodes input
text at syllable level instead of phoneme level. The continuous
prosodic representation for each syllable is then extracted. A
Vector-Quantised Variational Auto-Encoder (VQ-VAE) is used
to discretize the learned continuous prosodic representations.
The discrete representations are finally concatenated with text
encoder output to achieve prosody transfer or control. Subjec-
tive evaluation is carried out on the syllable-level TTS system,
and the effectiveness of prosody transfer. The results show that
the proposed Syllable-level neural TTS system produce more
natural speech than conventional phoneme-level TTS system. It
is also shown that prosody transfer could be achieved and the
latent prosody codes are explainable with relation to specific
prosody variation.
Index Terms: text-to-speech, VQ-VAE, prosody control, sylla-
ble

1. Introduction
Storytelling is a challenging application of the text-to-speech
(TTS) technology [1, 2]. It requires to produce a wide range
of sound effects and to convey and invoke desired emotions via
variation of speech prosody, in order to create an engaging lis-
tening experience to the listeners. Prosody is an essential com-
ponent of human speech that accounts for a variety of paralin-
guistic functions, which encompass the speaking style, attitude
and emotional status[3]. Conventional approaches to TTS, e.g.,
statistical parametric speech synthesis[4, 5], are able to produce
fluent and intelligible speech with flat prosody and neutral af-
fect. In recent years, the end-to-end neural TTS (NTTS) tech-
nology has demonstrated major successes in generating high-
quality speech with naturalness and expressiveness comparable
to human speech [6, 7, 8]. Nevertheless, the ability to control
speech prosody to achieve desired expression styles is not found
in existing neural TTS systems.

There are generally two strategies to achieve proper
prosody control in TTS, namely supervised control and unsu-
pervised control. Supervised control requires manual annota-
tion of prosody, which is a time-consuming task to be done
by experts [9]. Unsupervised control relies on a process to
automatically learn certain kinds of representation of prosody
from a given speech database and apply the representation to
achieve prosody control and/or transfer. Unsupervised learn-
ing of discrete categorizations of prosodic phenomena or la-
tent prosodic representations from speech has become a pre-
vailing research direction in natural speech generation. Eyben

et al. [10] proposed to cluster training data into different ex-
pression categories based on prosodic features, and to incorpo-
rate the expression cluster information for speech generation by
an HMM based system. Watts et al. [11] developed a method
of learning low-dimensional continuous-valued prosodic vec-
tor with a DNN based TTS system. The prosodic vectors are
used to represent utterance-level paralinguistic variation, which
could not be derived readily from the text input. Empowered
by large-scale speech databases and high-capacity neural net-
work models, there have been numerous studies on deriving
prosodic representations from reference speech [12, 13, 14].
Typically a global prosodic representation is distilled from the
whole utterance. It does not support the control of prosody on
smaller linguistic units within the utterance. Lee et al. [15] at-
tempted a fine-grained representation and control of prosody.
The prosodic representation is encoded phoneme by phoneme
using a reference attention module with reference speech and
text. Klimkov et al. [16] derived a prosodic representation
for each phoneme by aggregating prosodic features within the
phoneme segment. In recent work[16], the Variational Auto-
Encoder(VAE) [17] was used to enhance interpolation ability of
the latent prosody space.

Syllables are considered as the primary carrier of impor-
tant prosodic events like tone and stress [9, 18]. Prosody la-
beling and modeling are investigated commonly with syllables
as the most relevant linguistic units [9, 19, 20, 21]. In the
present study, we propose to extract latent prosodic represen-
tations from syllable units. Word-level and phrase-level repre-
sentations can be derived based on the syllable-level one, allow-
ing the coverage of different levels of granularity. On the other
hand, previous studies assumed a continuous embedding space
for latent prosody modeling [13, 15, 16, 22]. This assumption
leads to two limitations. First, it is difficult to establish clear
explainable relation of continuous-valued embeddings with per-
ceived prosody, and with acoustic features (e.g., F0) [23]. Sec-
ond, continuous representation is difficult to be manipulated and
applied to achieve specific targets in TTS. Discrete representa-
tion of prosody is also found to be more suitable for describing
human perception [9, 19].

In this paper, a syllable-level neural speech synthesis sys-
tem is presented. The system comprises a text encoder that
produces syllable-level embeddings [7, 8], in contrast to phone-
level embedding in conventional systems. We propose to ex-
tract discrete prosodic representations for individual syllables
using a Vector-Quantised Variational Auto-Encoder (VQ-VAE)
model [24]. The relation between the discrete representations
and prosodic features is analyzed to make the unsupervisedly
learned information more understandable and usable.
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Figure 1: syllable-level text encoder module

Figure 2: The English example text “you’re out” consists of two
syllables, Y-AO1-R and AW1-T, and each syllable is composed
of a sequence of phonemes. The phoneme embeddings (green
squares on the bottom) of each syllable is processed by the Bi-
LSTM yielding the syllable embeddings (red-yellow square on
the top)

2. Syllable-Level Text Encoder
The proposed model follows the standard Tacotron 2 network
structure, which consists of a text encoder and an attention-
based autoregressive decoder. The text encoder serves to con-
vert the input text into a sequence of text embeddings. To fa-
cilitate extraction of syllable-level representations of prosody,
we propose a modified design of text encoder as illustrated in
Figure 1. The input text is first converted into a sequence of
phoneme embeddings by the phoneme embedding module. The
phoneme embeddings are grouped on syllable basis to be pro-
cessed by the proposed syllable embedding module, which is
illustrated as in Figure 2. Subsequently the sequence of syllable
embeddings go through a stack of 3 convolution layers and a
single bidirectional recurrent neural network with LSTM cells
(Bi-LSTM) layer to generate the text embedding output as in
the standard Tacotron 2.

There may be thousands of distinct syllables in a given lan-
guage. If each syllable is assigned an embedding vector, the
TTS system would have a huge model size. It is also difficult
to derive a reliable and meaningful vector representation for an
infrequent syllable [25]. In this study, phoneme and syllable
embeddings are learned jointly.

Consider a text input that is transcribed into N syllables
in the spoken form, i.e., {s1, ..., sn, ..., sN}. The nth syl-
lable sn is further decomposed into constituent phonemes as
sn = {pn,1, ..., pn,i..., pn,|sn|}. |sn| denotes the number of
phonemes in sn. The phoneme pn,i is represented by a one-hot
vector 1(pn,i). The phoneme embedding module is trained to

transform the one-hot vector into a continuous-valued embed-
ding vector as

p′n,i = Wp × 1(pn,i), (1)

where Wp ∈ Rdp×|V | is a matrix of learnable parameters, and
|V | denotes the number of phonemes (typically in the range of
20 to 50).

As shown in Figure 2, the syllable embedding module takes
the phoneme embeddings as input (the green blocks) and uses
a Bi-LSTM layer to generate the syllable embedding. The Bi-
LSTM has a forward component and a backward component,
which are denoted as forward-LSTM and backward-LSTM re-
spectively. Let

−→
h and

←−
h be the internal states of forward-

LSTM and backward-LSTM returned after the entire input se-
quence has been processed. The syllable embedding s′n is given
by the concatenation of

−→
h and

←−
h , i.e.,

s′n = [
−→
h ,
←−
h ], (2)

−→
h = forward-LSTM(p′n,1, ..., p

′
n,i..., p

′
n,|sn|), (3)

←−
h = backward-LSTM(p′n,1, ..., p

′
n,i..., p

′
n,|sn|), (4)

3. Generation of Syllable-Level Discrete
Prosodic Representation

3.1. Extraction of continuous prosodic representation

In [15], it was proposed to extract prosodic representation at
phoneme level through reference attention. In our preliminary
investigation with a single-speaker expressive speech dataset,
it was found that the method in [15] suffers from instabilities
of reference attention or may fail to learn the reference atten-
tion alignment during training. This problem was also noted in
[16]. In the present study, the acoustic features related to speech
prosody [3], i.e., F0, intensity, and duration [16] are the input
for extracting continuous prosodic representations at syllable
level. The design of this module is shown as in Figure 3. For
each syllable, the sequence of frame-level F0 and intensity fea-
tures are processed by the syllable F0/INT embedding module
to generate a syllable-level representation named as Representa-
tion 1. Representation 1 appended with the syllable duration go
through to a feed-forward network to generate Representation
2, which is denoted by sp′1, ..., sp

′
n, ..., sp

′
N . Representation 2

is taken as the output of the entire module of continuous repre-
sentation extraction.

The syllable F0/INT embedding module is detailed as in
Figure 4. It has a similar structure to the syllable embedding
module in Figure 2. By applying this structure, the information
about variation of prosodic features within a syllable [9, 26] can
be captured.

3.2. Discretization of prosodic representation

The VQ-VAE [24, 27] model is a generative model to learn dis-
crete latent representation without supervision. The encoder
network of VQ-VAE outputs the discrete latent code, in con-
trast to the continuous representation as in VAE; and the prior of
latent code is learnt in VQ-VAE rather than being a fixed Gaus-
sian distribution in VAE. In our study, the encoder network of
VQ-VAE is utilized to discretize the learned prosodic represen-
tations. Let e ∈ RK×D be the latent embedding space (also
known as codebook) in the VQ-VAE, where K is the number
of latent embedding categories and D is the embedding dimen-
sion. The kth element in the codebook is noted by ek. The
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Figure 3: continuous prosodic representation extraction module

Figure 4: syllable F0/INT embedding module

prosodic representation sp′n generated as described in the pre-
vious section is matched to the closest elements in the code-
book. In this way, the continuous prosodic representation sp′n
is quantized as sp′′n,

sp′′n = Quantize(sp′n) = ek (5)

where k = argmin||sp′n − ek||2.
Since argmin() is non-differentiable, the gradients

5sp′′nLoss from output sp′′n is copied to the input sp′n during
the stochastic backpropagation. In order to encourage sp′n to
stay close to the embedding space and prevent it from fluctuat-
ing too frequently from one code vector to another, a commit
loss is added to final loss:

Lcommit =

N∑
i

||sg[sp′n]− sp′′n||22, (6)

where sg[.] is the stop gradient operator. The Exponential Mov-
ing Average (EMA) strategy [28] is used to update the embed-
ding vectors for accelerating convergence of model.

4. Prosody Transfer and Prosody Control
Prosody transfer is defined as transplanting prosody from refer-
ence speech to generated speech, while prosody control defined
as generating speech with a desired prosody.

Prosody transfer can be achieved by passing the extracted
acoustic features from reference speech through the modules
for prosodic representation extraction, and obtaining a sequence
of discrete prosody codes at syllable level. The learned code-
book is queried with the codes to retrieve syllable-level prosodic
representations. The prosodic representations are then concate-
nated with the output of syllable-level text encoder to generating
the mel-spectrogram of output speech.

Since there are limited number of prosody codes, to investi-
gate which code will result in specific prosody variation is pos-
sible. For the purpose of prosody control at syllable level, the
target syllables will be endowed with specific prosody codes to
generate speech with desired prosody.

5. Performance Evaluation
5.1. Experimental set-up

A series of experiments on speech generation with prosody
transfer and prosody control are carried out with the Blizzard
2013 English dataset of audiobook recordings. The database
contains speech from a female professional narrator reading the
text of a collection of classic novels. The training data consist
of approximately 19 hours of recordings covering 2 non-fiction
audiobooks, in an expressive reading style.

Praat [29] was used to extract F0 and intensity every 10 ms.
Phoneme-level time alignment and separation of a word into
syllables were performed using the Festival software tools [30].
The duration of a syllable was obtained by adding up the dura-
tion of all phonemes constituting the syllable. A blank symbol
was inserted to mark word boundary.

The following three systems were trained and evaluated:

• Baseline neural TTS: The baseline model is a neural TTS
system following the general architecture of Tacotron
2, in which the text encoder generates phoneme-level
embeddings. The decoder predicts mel-spectrograms
from text embeddings frame by frame in an autoregres-
sive manner [6]. The WaveGlow vocoder [31] is used
to generate a speech waveform from the predicted mel-
spectrograms;

• Syllable-level neural TTS: The model design is the same
as the baseline model, except that the text encoder is
modified to produce syllable-level embeddings as de-
scribed in section 2;

• Prosody Transfer TTS: The Syllable-level neural TTS is
modified to transfer prosody from reference speech to
generated speech as described in section 4.

Subjective evaluation of these TTS systems was carried out by a
discriminative listening test implemented via the Amazon Me-
chanical Turk platform [32]. 20 native English speakers partic-
ipated in the perceptual evaluation. One of the listening tasks
was designed to evaluate the performance of the Syllable-level
neural TTS as compared with the phoneme-level neural TTS
(the baseline). The other task aimed to evaluate the effective-
ness of prosody transfer. Pairs of synthesized sentences were
presented to the participants. Each pair of sentences, e.g., A
and B, was counter-balanced and was played with a random or-
der, i.e., could be AB or BA.

5.2. Evaluation of Syllable-level neural TTS

Each participating listener was presented 10 pairs of sentences
generated by the Baseline neural TTS and the Syllable-level
neural TTS systems. The listeners were asked to indicate their
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Table 1: Mean and STD values of naturalness preference scores
obtained with the Baseline neural TTS and Syllable-level neural
TTS systems.

Mean of preference score STD

Baseline NTTS 3.1 1.33
Syllable-level NTTS 5.65 1.38

equal naturalness 1.3 0.97

Table 2: Mean and STD values of preference scores obtained
from the Syllable-level neural TTS and the Prosody Transfer
TTS system on the effectiveness of prosody transfer.

Mean of preference score STD

Syllable-level NTTS 2.15 0.93
Prosody Transfer TTS 7.85 0.93

preference on “Audio sample A is more natural”, ”Audio sam-
ple B is more natural” or ”The two samples are equally natural”.

Table 1 summarizes the mean and standard deviation (STD)
values of the preference scores (in terms of the number of
times that each option is selected). Since there are 10 test
pairs, the summation of preference scores from each listener is
equal to 10. Compared with the baseline system, the Syllable-
level neural TTS system shows significantly higher preference
score. With respect to each of the two TTS systems, there
were 20 pairs preference scores given by 20 listeners. The
paired t-test was performed on these listener-dependent prefer-
ence scores. The statistical analysis confirms that the advantage
of the Syllable-level neural TTS system over the baseline sys-
tem is statistically significant (p = .002).

5.3. Evaluation on Prosody Transfer TTS

Performance evaluation of prosody transfer was carried out by
a listening task of pairwise comparison. The listener was pre-
sented with 3 speech utterances. One was the reference utter-
ance (natural speech) while the other two were generated by the
Syllable-level neural TTS and the Prosody Transfer TTS sys-
tems. The listener was asked to choose which of the two syn-
thesized utterances is closer to the reference utterance in terms
of intonation and rhythm. The mean and STD values of the
preference scores are shown in Table 2. The results show that
the Prosody Transfer TTS system is preferred by more listeners,
and the difference is statistically significant (p = .007). This in-
dicates that the proposed approach to prosodic representation
learning is effective for prosody transfer from reference utter-
ance to generated speech.

5.4. Analysis of prosody control

The target syllable’s prosody code was manipulated to examine
the effectiveness of prosody control. It was found that some
codes were related to particular prosody or acoustic variations.
For example, code 1 (i.e., the first element of codebook) was ob-
served to be correlated with word boundary. It could be treated
to be related to prosodic phrasing phenomenon. Code 3 could
contribute to lengthening duration and increasing pitch of a tar-
get syllable, while code 6 played an opposite role. We recom-
mend that readers listen to the examples on our demo page1.

1https://patrick-g-zhang.github.io

Figure 5: An example of prosody control at syllable level. Blue
curve indicates pitch contour.

Figure 5 shows an example of fine-grained prosody control
at the syllable level. Given the text and audio of a reference ut-
terance (“ This was a most unjust ”), its prosody codes sequence
was extracted. For the generation of the first utterance in Fig-
ure 5, the prosody code of the third syllable, AX, and fourth
syllable, M-OW-S-T, were both changed to code 3 and other
codes remains unchanged. The second synthesized utterance in
Figure 5 was obtained by using the unchanged prosody codes.
It was shown that the durations of the third and fourth sylla-
bles became longer due to the change of code 3, while those
of other syllables stayed the same between the first and second
utterances. In terms of pitch, code 3 were found to increase the
pitch values. This suggests that code 3 is able to consider the
prominence phenomenon of the syllable.

6. Conclusions
A novel Syllable-level neural TTS system was proposed and in-
vestigated. It has been shown to produce more natural speech
than the conventional system with phoneme-level text embed-
ding. The discrete prosody embedding representations ex-
tracted at syllable level are able to transfer prosody from ref-
erence speech to generate synthesized speech. The feasibil-
ity of fine-grain prosody control at syllable level has been
demonstrated. The experimental results also suggest that some
prosody codes contribute to specific prosody variations for syl-
lables. In our future work, all of the prosody codes and their
related prosody variation will be investigated. We will further
train a language model to help the generation of prosody code
sequence, which is expected to provide additional benefits to
the synthesis of storytelling speech.
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